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FORGIVENESS

1-09-14 
HH)   My forgiveness reigns;  all is well;  deliverance is in this place;  I shall deliver;

5-12-14 
HP)  forgiveness in My Blood;    teach;   My Blood never fails;   know Me, know My Blood

6-20-14 
HH)  enter into forgiveness;  deem it necessary;  Purple;  forgive the blinded;  deep purple; must 
know facets of forgiveness;  know the depths of My forgiveness;  [ saw a light shade of green] 
new growth;  [I asked for perfect roots for the new growth.]  well spoken;  My chosen must 
operate in the depths of this realm;  true, honest forgiveness;  search yourselves, search 
yourselves;  [I uprooted unforgiveness from me and my household and told it to get out by the 
PMGT &A in the name of Jesus.]  that’s My girl;  Red;  banish;  did;   now, recognize and keep it 
out;

7-03-14 
L)    Deal;   with the fall-out;   those who choose not to understand;   forgive;   that they may be 
set free;   forgive

7-11-14 
L)   Pardon;   receive My Pardon;   forgiveness freely given;   from on High;   Highest of Courts; 
passed down;   do ye likewise

7-13-14 
L)   You, My Body, must pardon;   forgive;   even as I have forgiven;   one another;   and outside 
the Body;   the harlot must be forgiven;   taught;   your task;   more diligence
HP) )   show true complete Mercy;   no half-way;   be genuine in all matters;   allow no 
distractions;   on task, on target;   miracles you will see;   experience

8-03-14 
L)   required;   forgiveness;   one another;   selves;   families;   children;   tend;   harbor no 
unforgiveness;   none
HP)   heal the hurts;   forgiveness allows healing;   understand facets of forgiving;   more than 
man thinks;   forgiveness part of your protocol, My Bride;   see to it;   glean the benefits

10-07-14
L)   reconcile;  part of forgiveness;   mean it;   hold no grudge;   not of me;   

10-13-14
HH)   install forgiveness;   forget not;   part of protocol;   uphold My will;   fiery depths;    
willingly enter;   (Red)   cleansing phase;   forge on;   forge on;  

10-18-14
HP)   come, Child;   let's reason together;   again;   I impart to you;   you impart to them;   
not al will receive;   still plant the seed;   Our seed;   forgive;

10-21-14  
HH)  (My whole vision was of a beautiful fiery red glow.)   Harken to Me;   tell them to 
Harken;   forgive, forget, Harken;   simple;     I shall comfort;   arrogance must go;   yes, 
from My Chosen;   remember, all have sinned and come short;   My body, My Chosen 
must be cleaned;   yield;   first steps;   fail not;   (Beautiful Purple)   I will lead;   
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11-08-15 
HH)   help forgiveness to set in;   forgive;   rehash not;   rehashing must stop;   pettiness 
must cease;   self out;   now bring it forth;   true forgiveness;

3-13-15
L)  forgiveness;   allow it;   to flow;   between whomever;    look for facets of forgiveness;   
small details;   truly understand it

L)  Chastise not;   forgiveness must reign;   it must come forth;   My Chosen, act in 
forgiveness;   stand for what is right, but yet in forgiveness;   Mercy given is Mercy 
gained

4-13-16  Kingdom Gov. Mtg.
BL)  forgiveness is Mine to give;   for all;   Bride must be aware, ready to forgive;   
consciously aware, Bride;   disallow weary;   let it not take root;   take not its seed;   
serious serious importance;   grasp the depths;   far reaching;   allow loving kindness to 
replace;   learn its worth, its depths;   yes, loving kindness must enter, yet, Bride be firm 
in My ways, My truths;   Bride, choose to forgive;   employ the law of increase;   
forgiveness must be allowed to grow, increase, expand so that it becomes anchored in 
your thinking;   Red;   truly a part of you;   sully it not

5-24-16
HH)   contempt;   have no contempt;   let forgiveness have its place;   deep seated 
within;   Bride, this must be;   shirk not;   serious;   let it come alive within your beings;   
My will;  all tasks, all tasks I've given must be tended;   see to it;   all positions on task;

5-28-16
HH)   truly, truly;   forgive and absolve;   My Bride must;   set your course to forgive and 
absolve;   as often as needed;   even if minute by minute;   set your course, Bride;   true 
forgiveness must become an integral part of you;   flounder not in this;  

6-21-16
HP)  rejoice;   now, receive of Me;  My forgiveness first;   let it flow from Me through you 
to others legally;   legal inroads;   close them not;   let unforgiveness not in to block;   
Bride must conquer unforgiveness;  joint effort;   joint effort

7-02-16
HP)   much rejoicing;   excited hosts;   dynamite Praises covering the world and 
heavens;   activate forgiveness;   expect much;   eyes clear and open;   full usage

9-21-16
L)   (As I was invoking the rights, I invoked the right of forgiveness and immediately a 
peace and calm came over me from head to toe.)  now you know;   pursue your rights 
I've given;   understand them;   identify them


